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Quantum entanglement using trapped atomic spins

L. You and M. S. Chapman
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0430

~Received 10 February 2000; published 11 October 2000!

We propose an implementation for quantum logic and computing using trapped atomic spins of two different
species, interacting via direct magnetic spin-spin interaction. In this scheme, the spins~electronic or nuclear! of
distantly spaced trapped neutral atoms serve as the qubit arrays for quantum information processing and
storage, and the controlled interaction between two spins, as required for universal quantum computing, is
implemented in a three-step process that involves state swapping with a movable auxiliary spin.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Pj, 34.90.1q, 67.57.Lm
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The field of quantum computing has advanced remarka
in the few years since Shor@1# presented his quantum algo
rithm for efficient prime factorization of very large number
potentially providing an exponential speed up over the fa
est known classical algorithm. Because much of toda
cryptography@2# relies on the presumed difficulty of facto
ing large numbers, Shor’s discovery has important impli
tions for data encryption technology and has stimula
much work in the field of quantum information.

Motivated by this and other theoretical developmen
there is much interest in identifying and realizing experime
tal systems capable of generating large-scale quantum
tanglement. In atomic systems, there have been severa
cent proposals using trapped ions or atoms and cavity Q
systems@3–7#. Indeed, atomic systems capable of entangl
two qubits have already been realized in some of these
tems@8,9#. A common element in most of these proposals
that the qubits are stored in distinguishably trapped ato
ions. The proposals differ principally in the nature of t
atom-atom interaction~either phonons, photons, collisiona
and induced electric-dipole moments! and in the way that
these interactions are controlled.

In this paper, we propose an implementation of a quan
logic scheme utilizing the direct magnetic spin-spin inter
tion between individually trapped neutral atoms. The qub
of this system are stored in the long-lived hyperfine grou
states of atoms, and coherent control of the spin-spin in
actions is accomplished by controlling interatomic spacin
Our proposal is distinctive in that~1! the magnetic spin-spin
interaction used to create the interatom entanglement is
tually decoherence-free and~2! atom-atom interactions ar
mediated via a movable ‘‘header’’ atom that serves to tra
fer quantum information from one qubit to another~see Fig.
1!. The header atom can in fact be a different species,
hence, in contrast to Refs.@5,7,10#, the atom trapping poten
tials are not required to be spin-dependent in order to m
tain trap distinguishability for small atom separations a
can be realized with far-detuned laser beams. This latter
tinction is important because near-resonant laser traps a
significant source of decoherence.

We begin by considering in detail the interatomic pote
tial between two neutral atoms separated by an internuc
distanceRW . For the moment, we assume two spin 1/2 alk
atoms and momentarily neglect the hyperfine interactio
The potential can be written as the sum of three terms@11#:
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V~RW !5VT~RW !PT1VS~RW !PS1VD ,

VT andVS are the~electronic! spin triplet and singlet poten
tials, respectively.VD represents the long-range direct ma
netic dipole interaction between two atoms.PT and PS are
the projection operators into the total electronic subspac
~triplet! and 0~singlet!. The difference betweenVT and VS
represents the exchange interaction, which is typically m
important when R is less than the LeRoy radiusR0
(&40a0 for two identical alkali atoms!. For two different
atom species, the exchange interaction is considerably
pressed beyond the contact limit~a few a0). In the long-
range limit, bothVT and VS are dominated by the van d
Waals term2C6 /R6 @12#.

At low energies, we can re-express the first two terms
the potential by writing the spin triplet and singlet potentia
in terms of the scattering lengthsaT andaS :

Vn~RW !5
4p\2

M
and~RW !, n5T,S,

and explicitly evaluating the projection operators to yield

V~RW !5
4p\2

M S 3

4
aT1

1

4
aSD Id~RW !

1
4p\2

M
~aT2aS!

1

4
sW 1•sW 2d~RW !1VD , ~1!

wheresW v is electron Pauli spin operators@13#.
At this juncture, we point out that the recent Innsbru

proposal@10# employs the close-range part of the potent
represented in the first line of Eq.~1! in a type of ‘‘controlled

FIG. 1. A one-dimensional illustration. Theq-type atom array
are trapped in a red periodic CO2 laser lattice. The movable heade
atom is trapped in a blue lattice.
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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collision.’’ In our scheme, we will use the spin-depende
interaction, i.e., the long-range atomic magnetic interact
represented in the last term of Eq.~1!. The proposal of Bren-
nen,et al. @7# relies on the near-resonant electric dipole
teraction~not present here in the ground-state Hamiltonia!.

It is convenient to re-express the second term of Eq.~1!
by assuming that the two interacting atoms~denoted by sub-
scripts q and h) are harmonically bound in cylindrically
symmetric traps with characteristic radial and axial siz
aqr , ahr , aqz , andahr and furthermore that the atoms o
cupy the ground states of their respective trapsu0&
5u0&qu0&h . In this case, we obtain

JE5^0u
4p\2

M
~aT2aS!d~rWq2rWh2z0ẑ!u0&

5
4

A2p
~aT2aS!

a2

ar
2

\v

az
e2z0

2/2az
2
,

for a reference harmonic trap frequency\v with ground-
state sizea. We have usedrWq and rWh for the nuclear coordi-
nates of the atoms with respect to their own trap cent
which are displaced bydW 5(0,0,z0), and we have defined
an5Aaqn

2 1ahn
2 ,(n5r ,z). It is important to recognize tha

JE decays exponentially with the nominal atom-atom se
ration z0.

The last term in Eq.~1!, VD , contains three separate term
corresponding to electron-electron, electron-nuclear,
nuclear-nuclear magnetic dipole interactions. Between al
atoms, the strongest is the electron dipole interaction

VD
ee5

me
2

R3
@sW q•sW h23~R̂•sW q!~sW h•R̂!#,

whereme is the Bohr magneton. The strength of this inte
action is

ge~R!5
me

2

R3
'531011S a0

R D 3

Hz,

while gen(R) ~electron-nuclear! andgn(R) ~nuclear-nuclear!
are about 1023 and 1026 times smaller, respectively. There
fore one may effectively write the spin-dependent interact
Hamiltonian as

H5JE~z0!sW q•sW h1ge~R!@sW q•sW h23~R̂•sW q!~sW h•R̂!#.

Typically, we will havege(R).JE(z0) for R.1000a0 be-
tween two identical atoms.

We will now discuss how this interaction Hamiltonian ca
be used for logic gates. We first point out that this interact
resembles the quantum gate implementation using
Heisenberg spin ~exchange! interaction @15# HJ

5J(t)sW 1•sW 2, which is known to be universal. Fo
*0

Tdt(J/\)5p/4(mod 2p), its unitary evolution operato
creates a swap gate
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Uswap~T!u i &1u j &25expS 2 i
p

4 D u j &1u i &2 ,

which in turn can be use to generateXOR ~controlled-NOT!
gates by incorporating single bit operations@15#. However,
our interaction Hamiltonian includes an anisotropic ter
Fortunately, we can borrow a decoupling technique dev
oped in NMR @16# to effect the conversion ofsW q•sW h
→sqz•shz , which is also universal. In fact, the phase ga
@15# in terms of these operators is simply

Uphase5ei (p/4)s1zs2zei (p/4)s1zei (p/4)s2z,

from which UXOR can be easily made@9,17#. Furthermore,
the swap gate, which we will require, can be made accord
to

Uswap~1↔2!5UXOR~1,2!UXOR~2,1!UXOR~1,2!,

whereUXOR( i , j ) denotes a c-NOT gate withi as the control
bit operating onj. The necessary decoupling is achiev
through a ‘‘stirring’’ radio-frequency field acting only on th
h atom @16#, and is most easily discussed in the context
the following model Hamiltonian:

HS~ t !5\v1s1z1\v2s2z1VS~s21e2 ivSt1H.c.!

1ge~R!@sW 1•sW 223s1zs2z~R̂• ẑ!2#, ~2!

wherevS is the frequency of the stirring field, andVS is the
Rabi frequency of the stirring field. By analyzing this syste
in the rotating frame defined byUR5eivSts2z, we obtain@16#
UR

1s26UR→s21e6 ivLt, and invoking a rotating wave ap
proximation, the desired result is obtained:

HS
eff'ge~R!@123~R̂• ẑ!2#s1zs2z1\v1s1z

1\~v22vS!s2z1VS~s211s22!. ~3!

Although there are unwanted single atom terms in the sec
line of this Hamiltonian, they can be easily compensa
with one-bit rotations. For our system, a similar procedu
yields the following effective Hamiltonian:

Heff~RW !'@JE~z0!1ge~R!23ge~R!~R̂• ẑ!2#sqzshz

5JE~z0!sqzshz . ~4!

Interestingly, we note that the spin and spatial dependenc
the operators factorizes. This implies that coherent spin-s
interactions only require that the motional states of the ato
remain unchanged—the atoms are not necessarily require
be in the ground stateu0& of their respective trapping poten
tial. This particular feature of our proposal will be discuss
in detail elsewhere. Atz0.R0, the effective spin-spin inter-
action strength is

JE~z0!'^ge~R!@123~ ẑ•R̂!2#&,

which for atoms in the ground statesu0& previously de-
scribed is readily evaluated:
2-2
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K 1

R3
@123~ ẑ•R̂!2#L

5
1

A2paz
2

1

2ar
4E

2`

`

dzexpS 2
~z2z0!2

2az
2 D

3F2uzu2~ar
21z2!

A2p

ar
expS z2

2ar
2D erfcS uzu

A2ar
D G ,

where erfc(•) is the complementary error function. The g
ometry of the system of two interacting spins is illustrated
Fig. 2. The result of the effective interaction is shown in F
3, and we note thatJE(z0) is in the kHz range for a distanc
of 1000a0 ~;50 nm!, which will be more than adequate fo
gate operations for atoms trapped in far off-resonant opt
lattices.

The principle challenge in implementing this scheme is
providing the appropriate confining potentials for the atom
On one hand, the trapping potentials for the individual ato
need always be distinguishable in order to maintain iden
able qubits. On the other hand, as we can see from Fig. 2
atoms need to be in close proximity (;50 nm! in order for
an appreciable interaction rate even for this ‘‘long-rang
potential. Previous proposals also requiring small interato
spacings have suggested spin-dependent traps created b
tical lattices with polarization gradients@5,7,10#. Because of

FIG. 2. The geometry of interacting header atom and qubit a
pair. The large ellipses denote trap ground states with trap ce
crossed and separated byz0. Solid circles with arrow heads denot

electron spins separated byRW .

FIG. 3. The solid line denotes the exchange interactionJE as-
suming an absolute difference of theuaS2aTu5100 (a0), while the
dots are numerical results of the averaged spin dipole interac
strengthJE for aqr5aqz5400a0 andahr5ahz5100a0. The dotted
line represents the simple 1/z0

3 dependence. As pointed out in th
text, the exchange interaction will be significantly suppressed
the case where the two atoms are two different species.
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the nature of these types of traps, the types of atomic
nipulations are rather restricted, and hence scalability is
ficult.

To circumvent this complication, we will use two differ
ent atomic species, one for the~stationary! quantum register,
and one for the quantum header atom. Each species of a
will be separately trapped by different laser fields. By app
priate choice of atom and frequency of the trapping fiel
we can make these traps essentially independent. For a
crete example, consider a quantum register consisting o
array of single atoms~type q for qubit! trapped in a three-
dimensional standing wave formed by an interfering la
field of CO2 lasers~wavelengthlCO2

'10.6 mm! @18#. The

qubits will be separated bylCO2
/2, which is more than

enough to allow individual addressing, and at this separat
the long range Casimir-Polder interaction is negligible@12#.
The trapping details presented in Tables I and II, but
point out that the potentialV is very well approximated by
the dc-polarizability of the atoma(0) and the laser electric

m
rs

n

r

TABLE I. Parameters for different alkali-metal atoms inside
CO2 lattice with intensityI 5106 (W/cm2). For the ‘‘red’’ CO2 lat-
tice, the maximum level shift isVmax5a(0)E0

2/4. At an intensity of
;106 (W/cm2), the single photon scattering rate can provide de
herence times of many minutes. Assuming a harmonic approxi
tion, the oscillation frequencynosc inside the CO2 trap is nosc

52AVmaxER
CO2 with ER

CO25h/(2MlCO2

2 ), the recoil energy~in Hz!

for emitting or absorbing a CO2-photon. The Lamb-Dicke param
eter h05k0aosc5AER

0/nosc(hCO2
) measures the trap ground-sta

sizeaosc in terms of the resonant wavelengthl0 (CO2 laserlCO2
).

Li Na K Rb Cs

M 6.9 23 39 87 133
a~0! ~units of a0

3) 159.2 162 292.8 319.2 402.2
Vmax ~MHz! 181 185 334 364 458
nosc ~kHz! 432 239 247 172 156
aosc ~units of a0) 778 573 433 347 295
l0 ~nm! 670 589 766 780 852
ER(kHz) 64 25 8.7 3.7 2
h0 0.39 0.32 0.19 0.15 0.11
hCO2

0.025 0.018 0.014 0.011 0.009

TABLE II. Parameters for a ‘‘blue’’ lattice withVL;1.6
31010 ~Hz! ~; laser power of 10 kw/cm2), g5107 ~Hz!, and dL

5231012 ~Hz!. For the near-resonant ‘‘blue’’ lattice on theh-type
atoms, the effective single-photon scattering rate is approxima
geff5h2(VL

2/4dL
2)g. We see as indicated in Table II the confinin

frequencynosc is indeed much larger than that of CO2 laser ~on
q-type atoms!.

Li Na K Rb Cs

M 6.9 23 39 87 133
nosc ~kHz! 4061 2530 1494 982 727
aosc(a0) 254 176 176 145 137
h 0.13 0.1 0.076 0.06 0.05
geff ~Hz! 2.5 1.6 0.9 0.6 0.5
2-3
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L. YOU AND M. S. CHAPMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 052302
field amplitudeE as V52a(0)E2/2. The relevant param
eters are tabulated for alkali atoms in Table I.

A separate laser field provides confinement for the hea
atom ~of a different type atom,h). By choosing a trapping
wavelength somewhat closer to the atomic resonanceh
~and detuned to the blue of the resonance!, we can provide a
potential that acts principally on theh atom. The potential
depth for this trap is given byVmax5\VL

2/4dL , with VL the
Rabi frequency of the laser, anddL5vL2v0 the detuning.
Theh atom is also affected by the far off-resonant CO2 laser
field of course, but we can arrange for the off-resonant b
detuned field to dominate the far off-resonant CO2 laser po-
tential by a suitable choice of atoms. Trapping parame
for this case are listed in Table II. The quantum regis
atoms~type q) will also be affected, at some level, by th
blue lattice, but the detuning between the blue field and thq
atoms will be much larger, so the potential will be dominat
by the CO2 laser field for theq atoms.

Gate operations in this system can be achieved in a th
step process requiring quantum-state swapping between
quantum bits and the header atom. To execute a gate op
tion between two qubitsqi and qj , we first translate the
header atomh to the location ofqi and perform a state swa
qi↔h. The header atom is then translated to siteqj and the
gate operation betweenh(qi) and qj is performed. Finally,
the header atom is translated back toqi to and the state swa
is repeated. The header atom effectively acts as a quan
bus between the qubits, and in this sense our scheme s
certain features with the quantum gear machine propose
DiVincenzo @14#.

Single-bit operations can be realized either by direc
addressing the individual qubitsqi , or, alternatively, we can
use the header atom as a mediator. The latter option ma
easier in some cases than the direct spatial selection oqi
because theh atoms can be sparsely distributed and ha
different resonance level structures. The single-bit opera
will again be a three-step process:~i! perform a state swap
betweenqi and h, ~ii ! perform the arbitrary qubit operatio
on h, and~iii ! repeat the state swap betweenh andqi .

In considering the ultimate scalability of this, and oth
lattice-based schemes, it is necessary to compare the ch
teristic intrinsic decoherence time of the system to the g
time plus the transport time of the moving atoms@20#. Ad-
ditionally, the transport of the moving atoms~the h-type
atom in this case! must be adiabatic such that the motion
state of the atom remains unchanged. This latter condi
implies constraints on the magnitude of the motion, wh
we can estimate using perturbation theory. Consider
Hamiltonian for a one-dimenstional harmonically trapp
particle with massM and trap frequencyv t subjected to a
force F(t),

H5
p2

2M
1

1

2
Mv t

2q22qF~ t !, ~5!
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adiabaticity condition for the header qubit translation
quires its motional state wave function to be essentially
changed. This problem is equivalent to the problem o
translating simple harmonic oscillator~SHO! potential
Mv t

2@q2q0(t)#2/2 @with F(t)5Mv t
2q0(t)# up to a deter-

ministic phase factor due toMv t
2q0

2(t)/2. Calculating the
probability for excitation out of the ground state is a stand
textbook problem@19# and the result to first order is

p1
(1)5

1/2M ~dv !2

\v t
exp~2v tt!, ~6!

for a time-dependent forceF(t)5(F0t/v)/(t21t2).
1/2M (dv)2 is the energy gained from the impulseMdv
5*2`

` F(t)dt of the force. We see that adiabaticity is mai
tained even after the translating atom gains a very la
speed, but satisfying the conditionv tt@1, i.e., a force to be
slowly turning on and off compared with the harmonic-tr
period. Similar conclusions are reached for an initial coh
ent motional state wave packet. This condition effective
then puts no constraint on the header atom speed, contra
the strong conditions as obtained in Ref.@20#. For our prob-
lem, creative pulse shape design will allow the header a
to be adiabatically transported over many qubits within
single photon-scattering coherence time.

Our discussion thus far has been limited to alkali ato
with no nuclear spin~e.g., 78Rb). When the nuclear spinI is
nonzero, the atomic spin takes on valuesF5I 61/2 and we
must include the hyperfine interactionVhf; ahfsW •sW n. The
spin-spin interaction becomes considerably richer in det
However, if a strong Zeeman interaction is applied using
uniform magnetic field, the resulting two manifolds of Ze
man states correspond roughly to the electronic spin
down such that the good basis becomesuI ,S,I z ,Sz& @21#.
Alternatively, we could choose an atom with no nuclear s
such as78Rb ~radioactive lifetime about 20 minutes!.

In summary, we have proposed a new quantum comp
ing implementation with trapped atomic spins. Utilizing du
optical lattices for two different types of atoms provides
novel method to control the binary interaction between a
pair of qubits. In addition, our proposal, being based on
periodic structure of optical lattices, is readily scalable, a
in particular, redundant parallel processing of informati
can be implemented using multipleh-type atoms operating
on repetitive blocks ofq-type atoms. This may be useful i
implementing error correction@22#, concatenated coding
and fault-tolerant computing@23#.

We thank Dr. J. Cirac and Dr. P. Zoller for enlightenin
discussions. L. Y. also thanks Dr. T. Walker and Dr. DiVi
cenzo for helpful communications. We thank Dr. Z. T. L
for information about nuclear-spin 0 alkali isotopes. Th
work is supported by ARO/NSA Grant No. DAA55-98-1
0370 and by ONR research Grant No. 14-97-1-0633.
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